WUSF TV salutes the English actor and comedian Martin Clunes this month with two "Doc Martin" movies (considered prequels to the series) and "William and Mary," another Clunes series, airing this summer and fall. Not to worry - "Doc Martin" returns in January!

Doc Martin: The Movie When successful but unhappy Dr. Martin Bamford discovers that his wife has been sleeping with three of his friends, his world is ripped apart. Doc flees London and heads for the small fishing village of Port Isaac, on the north coast of Cornwall, to work out the big questions in his life. Airs Tuesday, July 3, 9 p.m.

Doc Martin and the Legend of the Cloutie The doc decides he needs distance from Port Isaac and falls in love with a ramshackle, middle-of-nowhere property called Tregrunnt Farm. But another family has its eye on the same property so Doc decides to scare them off with the help of the legendary Beast of Bodmin. When that doesn’t work, he’s forced to cast an old Cornish spell, learning too late, that the joke is on him. Airs Tuesday, July 10, 9 p.m.

William and Mary Martin Clunes stars as William and Julie Graham as Mary in this romantic comedy series about two single parents looking for love. But it’s not going to be easy when one is an undertaker and the other a midwife—to say nothing about Mary’s mother, Molly, who stands in their way. Premieres Tuesday, July 17, 9 p.m.

A Capitol Fourth! Celebrate America’s birthday live from the West Lawn of the U.S. Capitol. Tom Bergeron takes the helm as the new host of this star-spangled affair, which features an inspiring Olympic tribute to Team USA and performances by Megan Hilty, Javier Colon, Kool & the Gang, Kelli O’Hara and the National Symphony Orchestra.

Airs Wednesday, July 4, at 8 p.m.
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When successful but unhappy Dr. Martin Bamford discovers that his wife has been sleeping with three of his friends, his world is ripped apart. Doc flees London and heads for the small fishing village of Port Isaac, on the north coast of Cornwall, to work out the big questions in his life. Airs Tuesday, July 3, 9 p.m.
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**The Orangutan Diary, Part 1 of 5**
9:00pm

Deep in the Borneo rainforest, hundreds of traumatized orangutans are threatened by the impact of deforestation and hunting. This inspired documentary follows the vets and caregivers who attempt to rescue and heal them. The vets and caregivers who attempt to rescue and heal them.

9:30pm

**Queen Elizabeth II: A Diamond Jubilee Celebration**
9:00pm

This groundbreaking four-part series tells the story of one village throughout the whole of British history. This inspired documentary follows the vets and caregivers who attempt to rescue and heal them. The vets and caregivers who attempt to rescue and heal them.

Queen Elizabeth II: A Diamond Jubilee Celebration is a comprehensive retrospective showing the reign of Elizabeth II at key points in her life. This inspired documentary has been painstakingly researched and features footage, some recently discovered in the BBC's own archives. Airs Wednesday, July 11, 10 p.m.

**Orangutan Diary Deep**

Deep in the Borneo rainforest, hundreds of traumatized orangutans are threatened by the impact of deforestation and hunting. This inspired documentary follows the vets and caregivers who attempt to rescue and heal them. The vets and caregivers who attempt to rescue and heal them.

Queen Elizabeth II: A Diamond Jubilee Celebration is a comprehensive retrospective showing the reign of Elizabeth II at key points in her life. This inspired documentary has been painstakingly researched and features footage, some recently discovered in the BBC's own archives. Airs Wednesday, July 11, 10 p.m.